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SUMMARY
The catchment of Deep Creek is about 450 ha of which tributary MW 3840 comprises
about 123 ha with about 7 ha of residential area and Bass Highway downstream. The
catchment of Deep Creek upstream of MW 3840 is thus about 320 ha.

Both MW 3840 and Deep Creek are ephemeral in nature-they only flow in response to
extended wet weather sequences or significant rainfall events. Onstream dams such as
those on Deep Creek and its tributaries, tend to prolong zero flow periods by adding to
evaporation (and seepage losses to groundwater) between rainfall events.

Surface water drainage from the sealed access road into WA 1488 west of MW 3840
drains to Deep Creek via a sediment basin close to Bass Highway. Apart from that
captured in the pit, all other surface water from WA 1488 eventually discharges via
MW 3840 to Deep Creek near Bass Highway. No surface drainage from WA1488
discharges to Deep Creek upstream of the confluence with MW 3840.

Untreated stormwater drainage off Bass Highway and from residential areas
downstream detrimentally affects waterway values in Deep Creek and water quality
entering the Bay. Weed invasion is of concern downstream of Bass Highway as well-it
is far more pronounced now than when inspected in 2012.

The existing surface water treatment assets, as conditioned and designed, are
appropriate to manage all potential surface water impacts on MW 3840, Deep Creek
and the Bay. There are no changes required to these assets under the WPV application,
nor are any additional assets required to manage surface water. Some maintenance and
repair works are needed to address batter rill erosion in and around the existing water
quality treatment assets.

The proposed sand washing operation will be a closed-loop cycle extracting
groundwater water from the pit base and recycling the excess back into the pit. There
Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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is no connection of the sand washing plant to the surface water drainage system
connected to Deep Creek. Therefore, the sand washing process cannot have any impact
on surface water quality or quantity in Deep Creek or the Bay.

In regard to other surface water considerations, I confirm my opinions that:
•

that the loss of 134 ML/year from the MW3840 tributary catchment (ultimate
FMSEP and CSEP scenario proposed by the WPV, compared to a fully developed
FMSEP as approved under the current WA1488 Work Plan), will have no
significant impact on the hydrological regime or refuge pools in the lower reaches
of Deep Creek, downstream of the MW 3840 confluence.

•

Whilst mean annual surface water discharge to the Bay via Deep Creek will be
reduced by about 14% under the WPV application (compared to the current
approved Work Plan), it will still be about 10% in excess of that likely to have
occurred under pre-European (forested) conditions in the catchment. Impacts on the
Bay will be insignificant.

•

Deep Creek conditions upstream of the MW 3840 confluence are entirely unrelated
to any operations in WA1488, now or under any future WPV scenario.

•

The WPV application will accord with the surface water requirements under the
Regional Sand Extraction Strategy.

•

By far the most significant (and major) threats to Deep Creek and Bay surface water
conditions are associated with the continued uncontrolled progress of headward
erosion which is now just below the onstream dam embankment. This issue is
external to WA1488 and was reported to MW in 2019 but no remedial action has
yet been taken.
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There has been the evident major improvement in stream stability and riparian
vegetation cover along that section of MW 3840 to be retained. Previously badly
eroding bed and banks are now stable and revegetation efforts are proving successful.

1.

NAME AND ADDRESS

Neil McKinnon Craigie, 40 Jamieson Court, Cape Schanck, VIC, 3939.

2.

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

B.E. (Civil), Monash University 1975
Grad. Course in Engg. Hydrology, UNSW 1976
M.Eng. Sci., Monash University 1981

After 14 years professional employment with the former Dandenong Valley Authority
I commenced private practice as a waterway management consultant in 1989 and have
worked continuously in this role since then.

I have expertise in the field of surface water management, waterway management, and
stormwater quality and quantity control measures. I have advised on such issues on
numerous rural, semi-urban and urban developments throughout Victoria and interstate,
including both sand and rock quarries. A Statement of Qualifications and Experience
is attached as Appendix A.

I have previously completed a report on surface water management for Dandy Premix
Quarries (DPQ) in the original 2012 permit application for the Grantville site.

I have since continued to assist DPQ from time to time on refining designs for site
stormwater management, in conjunction with Water Technology P/L.
Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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3.

INSTRUCTIONS

This statement has been prepared on the instruction of Equipe Lawyers on behalf of
DPQ.

I was instructed to conduct a view(s) of the Subject Land and the surrounding land and
prepare an expert witness statement addressing the following matters and questions:

1. The site context of the Subject Land, in particular the drainage catchments and
characteristics of the Subject Land and surrounding land.
2. The Proposed Further Development and supporting documentation, including
the potential changes to drainage patterns and additional sources of surface
water runoff.
3. Whether the Proposed Further Development will cause any unreasonable
surface water impacts.

4. The need for any additional works or other measures to mitigate any potential
surface water impacts.

5. Any issues raised in the objections to the Amendment Application that are
within your expertise.

6. The issues set out in Paragraphs 6 and 19 of the Directions (which our client
must address in a Part A and a Part B submission) to the extent within your
expertise.
7. Any other surface water matters you consider relevant to the assessment of the
Proposed Further Development.
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4.

INFORMATION USED AND RELIED UPON

1. In responding to my instructions, I have relied primarily on my prior drainage and
water quality management reports for DPQ, the surface water management report
by Water Technology P/L (12 December 2019, Tab 21 HBI (Hearing Book Index)),
and the hydrogeologic report compiled by John Leonard Consulting Services
(December 2019, Tab 20 HBI).

2. My prior reports are as follows:
•

Work Authority Application for Extractive Industry Work Authority No. 1488,
1381–1395 Bass Highway, Grantville, Drainage and Water Quality Management
(For: Dandy Premix Quarries P/L, 22 May 2012, Tab 131 HBI).
(Mr Pat Condina assisted with waterway condition and water quality
assessments.)

•

Memo Regarding Design of MW 3840 Tributary Crossings (for Dandy Premix
Quarries P/L, Grantville, 22 October 2013, Tab 115 HBI).
(MW=Melbourne Water)

3. I have also conducted a site inspection on 10 February 2021 and utilised relevant
information from the HBI as supplied to me, as well as site survey and aerial
photography and contemporary urban stormwater best management practice
documents including WSUD Engineering Procedures, Stormwater (MW 2005) and
the Constructed Wetland Design Manual (MW 2017). These documents can be
provided if required by the Panel.

Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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5.

THE SITE CONTEXT FOR SURFACE WATER

1. In regards to surface water drainage systems, Figure 1 below has been extracted
from my 2012 DWQM Report. It shows the catchment boundaries of both Deep
Creek and its tributary (MW 3840) which is largely encompassed within the subject
WA1488 site. Deep Creek is on adjoining land and not within WA1488.

2. The catchment of Deep Creek is about 450 ha of which tributary MW 3840
comprises about 123 ha with about 7 ha of residential area and Bass Highway
downstream. The catchment of Deep Creek upstream of MW 3840 is thus about
320 ha.

3. Figure 2 is extracted from the Water Technology 2019 report. It shows the quarry
operations and pit/stockpile extents as at June 2019, with outlines of the catchment
boundary for MW 3840, and the proposed WPV quarry expansion areas.

4. Surface water drainage from the sealed access road into WA 1488 west of MW
3840 drains to Deep Creek via a sediment basin close to Bass Highway. Apart from
that captured in the pit, all other surface water from WA 1488 eventually discharges
via MW 3840 to Deep Creek near Bass Highway. No drainage from WA1488
discharges to Deep Creek upstream of the confluence with MW3840.

5. Water quality treatment measures are in place, as conditioned, to treat all drainage
from the works processing area and access road prior to entry to MW 3840 and
Deep Creek. These measures include two onstream sediment ponds/dams at the haul
road crossings, a truck wash connected to a sediment basin/ infiltration basin, an
online sediment pond at the main access road crossing, and another offline sediment
basin for access road table drain waters near Bass Highway.

6. Untreated stormwater drainage off Bass Highway and from residential areas
downstream detrimentally affects waterway values in Deep Creek and water quality

Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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entering the Bay. Weed invasion is of concern downstream of Bass Highway as
well-it is far more pronounced now than when inspected in 2012.

7. Two major onstream dams are located on Deep Creek (with another on its northern
tributary near Deep Creek) as indicated in Figure 1. None are within WA1488. The
most downstream of these is located just northwest of the quarry office. This dam
is currently threatened with failure by a major erosion head which is now less than
10 m downstream of the track crossing. The existing and potential future damage
being wrought by this serious erosion is by far the most significant threat to Deep
Creek and Bay environmental values, followed by untreated urban/highway
drainage inputs at Bass Highway and downstream. This erosion head in Deep Creek
was highlighted in Water Technology’s 2019 report and was brought to the attention
of Melbourne Water (MW) at that time as being of major significance. Inspection
on 10 February 2021 showed the head still moving upstream with trees collapsing
into the channel-no remedial stabilisation works have been carried to date.

8. Both MW 3840 and Deep Creek are ephemeral in nature-they only flow in response
to extended wet weather sequences or significant rainfall events. Onstream dams
such as those on Deep Creek and its tributaries, tend to prolong zero flow periods
by adding to evaporation (and seepage losses to groundwater) between rainfall
events.

9. As discussed by Mr J Leonard in his reports, the water table is below the base of
Deep Creek along the northern boundary of WA1488 and below the base of MW
3840. The water table only intersects the streambed of Deep Creek west of the Bass
Highway, mostly at elevations below about 2 m AHD. Small pools can be evident
in the bed of Deep Creek at times but (except for the large onstream dams) these
pools tend to dry out in the sandy bed soils. More frequent urban/highway runoff
inputs can add to shallow groundwater inflows downstream of Bass Highway and
support the pools for longer periods, albeit with untreated stormwater.

Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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Existing major onstream dams

Deep Creek

Colbert
Creek

DPQ titles

Tributary MW 3840
subcatchment boundary
Deep Creek
Catchment boundary

Figure 1 Site locality, catchments and main waterways.

Existing sand
extraction
operation area
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6.

PROPOSED FURTHER DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS

6.1

My 2012 Study Results for Original Application

1. My 2012 DWQM report listed summary results for mean annual runoff changes for
the original application based on modelling with 20 years of rainfall data and with
mean annual site water demand (dust suppression and irrigation) of 35 ML/year.

2. The results showed that mean annual surface water runoff from Deep Creek
catchment to Western Port Bay has been significantly increased with clearing of the
catchment and establishment of agriculture and residential land uses.

Location

Deep Creek
upstream of tributary
confluence
Tributary upstream
of Deep Creek
confluence
Deep Creek at Bass
Highway
Deep Creek at WP
Bay

Mean annual flows (ML/yr)
MUSIC Simulations (KWR 1971-1990 daily)
Pre-existing
Existing
Future
(forest)
Conditions
Conditions with
conditions
2012 Application
Development
528
691
691

% change
(ExistingFuture)
0

203

265

213

-20%

731

956

903

-6%

743

986

933

-5%

3. Compared with existing 2012 agricultural conditions and with the original proposed
application development fully in place:
•

Mean annual tributary surface flows to Deep Creek will be reduced by 20% but
still exceed annual demands by a factor of over 6;

•

Mean annual Deep Creek surface flow discharges to Western Port Bay will
reduce by just 6%;

•

Mean annual surface water discharge to Deep Creek via the tributary will be
about the same as would have been expected to occur under original forested
Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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conditions, with site supply demands satisfied using the existing and proposed
storages.

4. MUSIC water quality modelling results showed that the original WA 1488
application with its water quality treatment assets in place, would significantly
reduce pollutant loads (TSS, TP and TN and associated pollutants) compared with
existing 2012 pre-quarry conditions, both at the tributary gully outlet to Deep Creek
and for Deep Creek into the Bay.

5. I also flagged that reduction in surface water discharge via MW 3840 would likely
assist in efforts to stabilise the eroding gully downstream of the quarry treatment
works and reduce sediment loads into Deep Creek.

6.2

Water Technology 2019 Study Results

6. The Water Technology 2019 study obtained similar results to my 2012 study in
comparative checks, and then extended and enhanced the water balance analyses
for MW 3840 as part of the current application for Further Development to:
•

Adjust subcatchment areas to suit best recent available Lidar data (MW 3840
changes from 123 ha in my 2012 study to 125.1 ha on current information);

•

Adjust pit areas and levels to suit current application proposals for the Fine to
Medium Sand Extraction Pit (FMSEP) and the Coarse Sand Extraction Pit
(CSEP);

•

Utilise the full rainfall record from 1889 to date (130 years);

•

Include revised (lower) water demand figures based on actual operational data
(10 ML/year);

•

Incorporate sand washing demand using groundwater (65 ML/year).

7. DPQ have obtained Southern Rural Water (SRW) approval for the ‘temporary
transfer’ of 80.5 ML per annum under a SRW groundwater ‘take and use’ licence
Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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No. BEE025666 from Mr. Stefan Bleicher. DPQ have an agreement in place with
the licence holder for a recurring five year renewal, with first and last right to
purchase, should Mr. Bleicher decide to ‘permanently transfer’ (sell) SRW Licence
No. BEE025666. This will be more than adequate to meet the estimated 65 ML per
year process demand use of the proposed sand washing and dewatering plant
process and eventually the dust suppression supply as well.

8. The assumptions regarding the surface water runoff catchment areas, the FMSEP
and the CSEP areas for each of the three modelled scenarios referenced for the MW
3840 catchment are provided in Table 3-1. The results of the water balance
modelling for current FMSEP conditions, a fully developed FMSEP under the
existing Work Plan approval, and the ultimate development under the WPV
proposal are provided in Table 3-2.

9. The water balance shows that surface water runoff from the MW3840 tributary
catchment to Deep Creek will be reduced from 240 ML/year under the current fully
developed FMSEP Work Plan conditions (compared to 213 ML/year by my
estimate in 2012-the difference mostly due to lower operational water demands), to
106 ML/year under the proposed WPV ultimate FMSEP and CSEP scenario, a loss
of 134 ML/year as surface water.

10. It should be noted that the sand washing operation will be a closed-loop cycle
extracting groundwater water from the pit base and recycling the excess back into
the pit. There is to be no connection of the sand washing plant to the surface water
drainage system connected to Deep Creek.
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11. Utilising the Water Technology MW 3840 modelling results to update the figures
in my 2012 report provides a revised assessment of the local and overall impacts on
surface water discharge of the WPV application:

Mean annual flows (ML/yr)
Location

Deep Creek
upstream of
tributary
confluence
Tributary
upstream of
Deep Creek
confluence
Deep Creek at
Bass Highway
Deep Creek at
WP Bay

Pre-existing
(forest)
conditions

Pre-quarry 2012
Conditions

691

Future
Conditions with
current
approved Work
Plan
691

Future
Conditions with
WPV
Application
Development
691

528

203

265

240

106

731

956

931

797

743

986

961

827

12. It is noted that whilst mean annual surface water discharge to the Bay via Deep
Creek will be reduced by about 14% under the WPV application (compared to the
current approved Work Plan), it will still be about 10% in excess of that likely to
have occurred under pre-European (forested) conditions in the catchment.

13. The further reduction in surface flows in MW 3840 due to the WPV application will
also directly reduce pollutant loads entering Deep Creek and the Bay, compared to
my 2012 assessments.

Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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7. WHETHER THE PROPOSED FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT WILL CAUSE ANY
UNREASONABLE SURFACE WATER IMPACTS.
1. Water Technology concluded that the loss of 134 ML/year from the MW3840
tributary catchment (ultimate FMSEP and CSEP scenario proposed by the
WPV, compared to a fully developed FMSEP as approved under the current
WA1488 Work Plan), will have no significant impact on the hydrological
regime of the lower reaches of Deep Creek to the Bay. I support this conclusion.

2. Given that Deep Creek is ephemeral, a key component of the hydrological
regime is to maintain refuge pools to support aquatic life in the stream. The
MW3840 tributary catchment, downstream of the expanded extraction areas
proposed under the quarry WPV, will continue to contribute (reduced) inflows
to Deep Creek at Bass Highway. Deep Creek’s much larger catchment area to
the east and north-east of the WA1488 site is unchanged and unaffected by the
WPV proposal. Water Technology concluded the ability to maintain refuge
pools along the 300 m section of Deep Creek, downstream of its confluence
with the MW3840 tributary, will not be impacted. I support this conclusion.

3. In my opinion the Water Technology 2019 water balance results, the associated
water quality treatment implications in MW 3840, and the fact that there will be
no hydraulic connection between the sand washing cycle and surface runoff to
MW 3840, will ensure there are no unreasonable surface water impacts on either
Deep Creek downstream of the MW 3840 confluence, or in the Bay, due to the
WPV application.

Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd
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8. THE NEED FOR ANY ADDITIONAL WORKS OR
OTHER MEASURES TO MITIGATE ANY
POTENTIAL SURFACE WATER IMPACTS.
1. The existing surface water management assets, as conditioned and designed, are
appropriate to manage all potential surface water impacts on MW 3840, Deep Creek
and the Bay. There are no changes required to these assets under the WPV
application, nor are any additional assets required to manage surface water.

2. Of most significance has been the evident major improvement in stream stability
and riparian vegetation cover along that section of MW 3840 to be retained. Photos
1 and 2 show conditions in 2014 compared to the present day, as viewed from the
main access road crossing. Previously badly eroding bed and banks are now stable
and revegetation efforts are proving successful.

3. Whilst unrelated to the WPV application, my most recent site inspection on 10
February 2021 indicates that some maintenance and repair works are needed to
address batter rill erosion in and around processing area drainage lines and the
existing stormwater treatment assets. This erosion is contributing to apparent higher
turbidity levels in the ponded waters at the main access crossing. The treatment
assets remain fully effective in halting fine to coarse sediment runoff from entering
Deep Creek but turbidity levels are likely higher than desirable at times when water
discharges from MW 3840.

4.

Taking into account the much lower flow volumes in MW 3840 relative to Deep
Creek and the high sediment loads generated from the severe headward erosion that
is continuing to move upstream in Deep Creek, such turbidity impacts from MW
3840 are in my opinion of very minor significance on Deep Creek downstream of
the confluence. The embankment confining the large onstream dam is under short
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term risk of failure from the headward erosion which would, if left unchecked,
release very high sediment loads to the creek and the Bay.

Photo 1 Looking upstream on MW 3840 in May 2014-crossing works just completed with pondage formed

Photo 2 Same location in February 2021 showing revegetation success and stabilisation of previously eroding
bed and banks
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9. ANY ISSUES RAISED IN THE OBJECTIONS TO
THE AMENDMENT APPLICATION THAT ARE
WITHIN YOUR EXPERTISE.
1. I have read all of the objections listed in the HBI as supplied to me. There is nothing
specific to respond to other than legitimate concerns over perceived impacts of the
WPV proposal on surface water discharge (quality and quantity) and groundwater
discharge to Deep Creek and the Bay. These concerns appear to largely revolve
around the proposed sand washing process.

2. The water balance analyses by Water Technology show that groundwater inflows
will be enhanced under the WPV application- groundwater impacts are addressed
by Mr J Leonard.

3. The sand washing operation will be a closed-loop cycle extracting groundwater
water from the pit base and recycling the excess back into the pit. There is no
connection of the sand washing plant to the surface water drainage system
connected to Deep Creek. Therefore the sand washing process cannot have any
impact on surface water quality or quantity in Deep Creek or the Bay.

4. In regard to other surface water considerations, I confirm my opinions that:
•

that the loss of 134 ML/year from the MW3840 tributary catchment (ultimate
FMSEP and CSEP scenario proposed by the WPV, compared to a fully developed
FMSEP as approved under the current WA1488 Work Plan), will have no
significant impact on the hydrological regime or refuge pools in the lower reaches
of Deep Creek, downstream of the MW 3840 confluence.

•

Whilst mean annual surface water discharge to the Bay via Deep Creek will be
reduced by about 14% under the WPV application (compared to the current
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approved Work Plan), it will still be about 10% in excess of that likely to have
occurred under pre-European (forested) conditions in the catchment.
•

Deep Creek conditions upstream of the MW 3840 confluence are entirely unrelated
to any operations in WA1488, now or under any future WPV scenario.

•

By far the most significant (and major) threats to Deep Creek and Bay surface water
conditions are associated with the continued uncontrolled progress of headward
erosion which is now just below the onstream dam embankment. This was reported
to MW in 2019 but no remedial action has yet been taken.

10.

THE ISSUES SET OUT IN PARAGRAPHS 6

AND 19 OF THE DIRECTIONS TO THE EXTENT
WITHIN YOUR EXPERTISE.
No issues are raised in Paras 6 and 19 of the Directions that are relevant to my area of
expertise in surface water management.

11.

ANY OTHER SURFACE WATER MATTERS

YOU CONSIDER RELEVANT TO THE
ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT.
1. I am aware that the Regional Sand Extraction Strategy (Tab 180 HBI) sets out
policies for dealing with post-quarrying reclamation using lakes, as is proposed in
this case. Specifically it is required that no external surface water should be captured
into the pit lake. I am satisfied that any surface water draining from the bushland
reserve to the southwest of the site can be directed west and south within the
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WA1488 boundaries, away from the pit. On the north frontage drainage from the
bushland area owned by DPQ can also be continued downslope to MW 3840 via
the existing water treatment assets. My opinion is that the WPV application will
accord with the surface water requirements under the Regional Sand Extraction
Strategy

2. No other matters have been raised that are relevant to the WPV in my area of
expertise in surface water management.
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12.

DECLARATION

In preparing this statement I have made all the enquiries that I believe to be desirable
and appropriate, and that no matters of significance that I regard as relevant have to my
knowledge been withheld from the Panel.

Neil M Craigie

BE Civil, MEngSci, MIEAust, CPEng (Ret)

5 March 2021
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Appendix A

Statement Of Qualifications And Experience

Name:

Neil McKinnon Craigie

Address:

40 Jamieson Court, Cape Schanck, VIC 3939

Business Phone: 0427 510 053

Email: nmcraigie@bigpond.com

Professional Qualifications:
B.E. (Civil), Monash University 1975
Grad. Course in Engg. Hydrology, UNSW 1976
M.Eng. Sci., Monash University 1981
Professional Background:
1974 Joined Dandenong Valley Authority (DVA)
1980 Appointed as Design Engineer
1984 Appointed as Design and Investigation Engineer controlling hydrologic
and hydraulic investigations, project design and engineering
consultancy services
1989 Commenced private practice as a waterway management consultant.
Current Occupation:

Waterways Management Consultant
trading as Neil M Craigie Pty Ltd

Affiliations: Member, Institution of Engineers Australia (MIEAust, CPEng (Ret))
Experience:
I have extensive experience in:
• river basin management,
• assessment and design of restoration works for degraded and/or unstable natural
waterway systems,
• assessment and design of mitigation works to address the effects of urbanisation
on waterway systems,
• investigation and design of drainage and flood management schemes of all forms
and sizes in both urban and rural settings,
• troubleshooting and remedial design in urban drainage systems.
• investigation, design and ongoing management of wetland, lake and tidal
waterway systems
Whilst with the DVA, I directed all hydrologic and hydraulic investigations, project
design and consultancy services. I led the preparation of standards for stream restoration
work and developed innovative techniques for evaluation and appraisal of waterway
management problems. I have further refined and applied these techniques since
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commencing private practice, in major studies throughout Victoria and in Far North
and South-East Queensland.
In recent years, I have undertaken work in the field of environmental flows, providing
hydraulic and waterway management input to multi-disciplinary teams. I was a team
member for the Environmental Flow Assessment for the Lower Thomson and
Macalister Rivers in Victoria (CRC Freshwater Ecology, 1999). Since 2000, I have
assisted Dr Sandra Brizga on the environmental flow studies carried out for the Water
Allocation and Management Plans (WAMPs) on the Pioneer and Logan Rivers, for the
Water Resource Plans (WRP’s) on the Mary and Maroochy Rivers in Queensland, and
the River Processes Study on the Mary River. Each of these studies is a major
multidisciplinary undertaking involving specialists from a range of disciplines,
including hydrology, hydraulics, geomorphology, water quality, and ecology (aquatic
and riparian vegetation, macroinvertebrates, fish, and other vertebrates such as turtles,
platypus and dugong).
I have carried out and/or directed numerous hydrologic and hydraulic studies, utilising
computer based models. I have particular expertise in retarding/retention basin design,
several examples of which have featured novel outlet works designed to counteract high
debris loads, mitigate sediment discharge, provide water quality treatment, and
dissipate very high flow velocities.
In the field of management of natural waterway and floodplain systems, I and my
associates have collaborated on a series of complex hydro-geomorphological
investigations. These studies involved integration of unsteady-state two dimensional
hydraulic modelling and fluvial geomorphology analyses to develop waterway
management plans which recognise and address the governing physical processes (for
example, the Tambo River at Bruthen, Badger Creek through Healesville Sanctuary,
and Glenelg River sand transport studies).
In the urban areas I have been closely involved in the development and preparation of
municipal/agency stormwater management plans across the greater Melbourne area.
I and my associates are continuing to play leading roles in conceptual planning and
design of stormwater quantity and quality management systems involving open
waterways, wetlands and lakes in many of the large residential estates being developed
in greater Melbourne since the late 1990’s (for example, Caroline Springs, The
Waterways Estate, Tenterfield Estate, The Boardwalk Estate, Berwick Springs Estate,
Beaumont Waters Estate, Torquay Sands, Lakeside at Pakenham, Pt Cook Gardens
Estate, Lincoln Heath Estate, Marriott Waters, Martha Cove, Highlands Estate).
I am also active at the regional level with similar water management system planning
(for example; Paynesville, Port Fairy, Warrnambool, Bendigo, Geelong/Bellarine
Peninsula, Mornington Peninsula, Phillip Island/San Remo, Castlemaine, Traralgon,
Warragul, Ballarat).
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In conjunction with associates in the field of stormwater and wastewater quality
treatment and aquatic biology, I have developed innovative approaches to design of
stormwater quality management systems and all aspects of water sensitive urban design,
and have applied these in a variety of urban, semi-urban and rural settings.
In the rural areas I have jointly carried out investigations into redesign opportunities for
irrigation drainage systems to mitigate sediment and nutrient loads, for GoulburnMurray Water. This work culminated in the design and construction of a major artificial
wetland system serving the Muckatah Depression Drainage Scheme in Northern
Victoria. This project has since won the IEAust Engineering Excellence Award.
In conjunction with my associates, I have won UDIA Awards for Excellence for Water
Sensitive Urban Design and Residential Development in 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005,
2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2017 and 2018, the SIAV Award for Stormwater
Innovation in 2004 and 2005 (2) and the Stormwater Victoria Award for Excellence in
Integrated Stormwater Design (2015). I was the recipient of the ALDE Recognition
Award in 2012.
Since commencing private practice in 1989 I have also gained considerable experience
as an expert witness, preparing and presenting numerous submissions to VCAT and
various Planning Panels on drainage, waterway and floodplain management
implications of proposed development projects throughout Victoria.
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